BYRON SPOONER
The Acrobat Rides the Horse in Sequins

I got off the plane in Little Rock hungry and cross, scanning the
arrival/departure gate for signs of my younger brother Davie. This was
way back in 1986 before everything turned to shit, when the attack on the
World Trade Center was still a decade-and-a-half in the future, and even
though hijackings were fairly commonplace, relatives and loved ones
were still allowed to come out to the gate like normal civilized people, to
meet you and wave and act glad to see you as you emerged from the
jetway.
I’d never been to Arkansas and had no idea what to expect. I had only
the distorted, pissed-off stuff my father had been telling me on the phone.
He’d hated Arkansas from the moment he’d set foot there, before that
really, and now that it looked like he was going to die there, it only
enraged him further.
“Everything down here is either crappy, half-assed or both,” he’d said
in one of our phone conversations. You could hear my mother in the
background telling him to keep it short; reminding him long distance was
expensive.
He’d told me he hated how the roads had ditches instead of shoulders.
He hated how no one pumped his gas for him. He hated how slowly
everyone moved.
“It takes an hour to get a fucking hamburger by the time they bring it
to you.”
He hated how third-rate the snow was compared to the snow they had
back home in New Jersey. He hated their religion.
“Down here they beg god for salvation and to beat the point spread in
the same prayer.”
“It is sort of the same thing,” I said. I was surprised he even knew what
a point spread was, considering he’d always told me sports were for idiots
and avoided them furiously.

“They’re all born again, as if once wasn’t enough. They think they can
talk to the dead and that the dead talk to them. They think there’s an
immense man in the sky who has nothing better to do than to watch their
every move, day and night.
“And the heat down here? I swear, the fucking sun parboils their brains
in their skulls.”
In short, he hated that it wasn’t home.
I would wait for more, the phone lines humming faintly. I tried not to
take any of it too seriously; he’d bitched and complained all the time back
home too, but this was different; it seemed to be taking over his whole
personality. I decided it wasn’t worth worrying about, I mean, how much
time did he have left anyway?
“One thing about getting old?” he went on, “You spend your whole
fucking life figuring out how shit works and then they go and change it
all around on you. As if you’ve come home from work and your wife has
rearranged all the furniture.”
I wondered if this had ever happened.
“It makes you doubt what the point of figuring it all out was in the first
place.”
So, like I said, I wasn’t sure what to expect.
“Jay!” I heard and it was Davie.
I scanned the crowd and spotted Davie, wearing a stretched-out BORN
NUTS! t-shirt. A big short guy with a fat neck and full beard, not
frantically waving like everyone else, leaning on a pillar away from the rest
of the crowd. Alone. Hard to spot. Typical Herrmann. My brother.

All his life my father dreamed of owning a Cadillac. Swiveling heads
wherever he went. Making everyone turn green. Showing off. Back in the
‘thirties, back when he was a boy before the war and all, when it seemed
everyone else was broke and taking it on the arches, his grandfather
owned a luxurious, frighteningly powerful 1930 Cadillac Series 452. He

built a garage for the sixteen-cylinder behemoth out back in the
courtyard. He kept a modest Packard out at the curb for everyday use,
only rolling out the Cadillac on Sundays when he and his wife Beulah
would cruise all over the middle part of Pennsylvania, taking in the sights
and the seasons at a regal remove. Practically everyone in Harrisburg
called him Pop-pop. Many Sundays, they’d take their grandson, my father,
along. The boy would keep Pop-pop welcome company up front; prim,
white-gloved Beulah insisted the back seat was the only place a woman
of her station would ever consider occupying.
“Makes me feel like a goddamn chauffeur,” Pop-pop would say to my
father.
Together Pop-pop and Beulah planted a dream in the boy’s head; one
day he would own their property—their looming house fronted on the
Susquehanna River, the courtyard, the Cadillac. He was thirteen years old,
a perfect, fertile age for planting such dreams. He took to heart the
promise he would become somebody. It was inevitable, chiseled in stone,
scratched across the sky. A doctor. A lawyer. A tycoon. A philosopher! A
Goddamned fucking king!
Now, finally, five decades later and albeit from his deathbed in
Arkansas, he could look out his bedroom window and take in his shiny
electric blue 1968 De Ville convertible. Granted, it had a hundred and
fifty-five thousand miles on it and, from where he lay, and then only by
raising himself up on his elbows, all he could see of it was its canvas top,
which, over nearly twenty years of weather and sun, had been patched
over and over by the previous owner—his mother—with not-quitematching blue gaffer’s tape. He still considered the de Ville to be his,
ignoring the fact my mother had sold it out from under him a couple of
weeks before—“Why not?” she said, “He has no use for it anymore.”—
and that it was sitting in the hillbilly neighbor’s driveway.
“Clem or something…”


Every marriage is, to one degree or another, a contest of wills. The
contest between my mother and father closely resembled trench warfare;
over the decades they’d battled to a stalemate and dug in. Over the
ensuing time my mother had taken advantage of a series of seemingly
insignificant, incremental victories until she was in a position of near total
control over the field of battle.
From that position she had convinced my father to leave his beloved
Oritani, New Jersey and move to Hot Springs. It was where Davie, after
finishing medical school, was trying to settle down with his new wife and
start a family complete with grandchildren.
Right out of the box, my father had hated the whole idea of selling the
house. He had no objection to grandchildren but saw no good reason to
voluntarily give up his house after all the years spent struggling not to
lose it to his innumerable creditors.
My mother cited her sciatica, her rheumatic heart.
“I can’t carry this goddamned wash up and down two flights of stairs
anymore,” she told me over the phone, “I can’t keep this whole house
clean all by myself. Especially when no one else”—that she meant my
father was lost on no one— “lifts a finger to help.”
He tried reasoning with her. He tried sulking, which had never worked
before, but he could still hope.
“Plus, we can’t afford all this,” she said, “When you kids were still here,
that was one thing. It’s expensive to live here, Arkansas’s cheaper. We
can live all on one level.”
She never exactly convinced my father. She’d tried, but in the end, she’d
simply gone ahead without his consent or cooperation. She put the house
on the market one day and just like that people started coming by, looking
the place over.
Immediately my father launched a one-man guerilla campaign aimed at
thwarting her plans.
He stopped weeding and watering the lawn, abandoning the mower to
rust in the front yard.
As prospective buyers came up the porch steps, he called out the front

window, “Watch your step there, a couple of those bricks are loose.”
He put plastic pails under each drain trap, under each sink in the house,
placed a plunger next to every toilet and moments before the prospects
came in he’d dip them into the bowls so each one sat glistening in its very
own fresh puddle.
“It’s comfortable in here now but this place, well, it can be darned
hard—and expensive!—to keep it warm in the winter. I’m only telling
you because you’re such nice people.”
He loosened the washers in the faucets just enough so the spigots
dribbled like runny noses, unscrewed switch plates and outlet covers and
screwed them back in place with dangerous-looking pieces of frayed wire
sticking out from under them, loosened the screws at the top hinges on
the doors by a half-turn so they would scrape on the floor instead of
swinging freely.
“Watch your head, you can get a nasty bump if you’re not careful,” he
called as they went down the stairs into the cellar where he left pipe
wrenches, random blown-out hoses and busted hose clamps scattered
around the washing machine and the dryer and emptied a bucket of water
on the cement floor under the water heater and a splash of fuel under the
heating oil tank.
None of it worked. Eventually, inevitably, someone made a good offer
on the place.
The two of them made a quick trip to Hot Springs and found a house
they—meaning my mother— liked; all on one level, small and easy to
clean, on a smallish lot in a nice development.
“And built out of balsa wood and thumb tacks,” my father said.
They used the proceeds from the sale of the old house to buy the new
place and move. What was left over after that, plus what remained of his
mother’s scant fortune, what he hadn’t already blown on God knows
what, my mother put in the bank under her name.
My mother allowed him to hold onto only a fraction of the vast
treasures he’d accrued over his lifetime, what she called ‘all that junk’—
the Mauser he’d stolen off a dead Kraut; his best circus posters; his

collection of vintage girlie magazines; books on freaks, tattooing,
railroading and antique cars; souvenirs and novelties from all over; stuff
he just thought was cool—stuffed into the cellar on shelves and in boxes,
hung on the walls and from the rafters. After countless garage sales and
clean-up weeks and trips to the dump, they loaded what remained into a
U-Haul trailer. My mother kept calling it a ‘U-Haul-It” until he finally
yelled at her.
She’d let him keep the Caddie too, even though she was of the opinion
they should get something more practical, maybe a Plymouth. Cheaper.
Smaller.

The whole way from California I had been thinking about how desolate
my father must have been feeling. I brought it up with Davie while we
were standing around waiting for the baggage carousel. The place really
was a shack compared to San Francisco; crummy, all cinderblock and
plate glass, closer to some outpost in Laos than to the Starfleet Command
look of SFO. I could see my father’s point about living in a backwater.
“Wanna grab a quick drink before heading over there?” I said, as I
shouldered my bag, “I thought we could talk some more.”
“Nah, we better get back. Mother knows exactly how long it takes to
get home from here and there’ll be nothing but questions if we’re not
right on time. It’s an hour’s drive, we can talk on the way.”

Not unexpectedly, my father didn’t last long in Arkansas. He grew
dispirited and aged quickly. He’d mellowed some with the years but not
much. He’d quit drinking some years before, for one thing, his
enthusiasm for his glass finally catching up with him via his liver. He
stayed closer to home, too, now willing to let a fire truck go by without

scrambling after it, settling for a second-rate brand of ice cream rather
than travelling an hour to the only store that carried the kind he really
liked.
He found it nearly impossible to find anyone he felt he could have an
‘intelligent conversation’ with. That had been the worst part of the
move—leaving his friends behind.
And now, less than two years after moving away, he was dying with
none of the guys around. Lying on his back with nothing to look at but
the TV and the roof of a twenty-year-old Caddie which wasn’t even his
anymore.

Davie drove a ten-year-old Toyota that had seen better days. Three out
of the four fenders were crumpled, a couple held together with gaffer’s
tape. At some point the car had been left out in what must have been a
primordial hailstorm; the hood, roof, and trunk were dimpled from the
impact of baseball-sized hailstones. It was like driving around in a giant
golf ball.
“It was like this when I bought it,” Davie said, referring not to the
fenders but the pockmarks, “I got a great deal.”
We both opened Budweisers, keeping them out of sight except when
actually sipping.
I got a fairly good idea of what had happened to the fenders when he
hit the highway, driving like an escaped mental patient, flooring the
accelerator to get up to speed and braking hard seconds later for no
obvious reason. Dodging in and out around slower traffic. Red-faced,
screaming and cursing foully at the other drivers. Words even I don’t use.
“You belong in a straitjacket, you know that?”
He laughed.
“I happen to be an excellent driver,” he said, “everybody says so.”
I said, “Studies say ninety percent of licensed drivers rate their skills as
above average.”

“Then I guess it’s a good thing I’m not a licensed driver,” he said, “At
least not anymore.”
They’d taken away his license to practice medicine, too, no one knew
the reason, I mean outside of the obvious. He’d hardly had it a year. Lately
he’d been cashiering at Long’s drugs until he’d gotten caught behind the
prescription counter after hours.
I took to looking out my window, taking in Arkansas instead of
worrying about my bodily integrity. From listening to my father I’d gotten
the idea the place would look like some combination of a Walker Evans
photo album and an episode of Hee-Haw, but mostly it had been stamped
from the same die they’d used to make the rest of the country—clusters
of dull-looking housing developments with fast food, oil changers, strip
joints and so on in between.

When we pulled into Hot Springs and got to the house the first thing my
mother told me, during a break from sniffling into a wadded-up tissue
and practically as I came through the front door, was the news she’d sold
the Caddie to the guy next door.
I thought of saying, “This couldn’t wait until the poor bastard was
dead?” but ended up figuring, ‘What the fuck.’ There was obviously a lot
of old, weird shit between them. It had always been that way and I was
years out of it by then and better off. She was exacting some kind of
revenge, something long-standing and deep-seated; settling old scores. I
figured they'd gotten along—more or less, mostly less—without ever
asking my opinion, so there was no sense jumping in now.
“Before you go in there, there’s another thing you should know,” my
mother said, “He thinks we’re all going to be back together someday,
under one roof, back in that Goddamned house in Oritani. He lies there
all day thinking about it, figuring out schemes to make it happen.”
I couldn’t do anything but laugh, which annoyed her. I didn’t let it get
to me; she’d spent the better part of six decades annoyed at one thing or

another.
“Please,” she said, “don’t say anything to the contrary. Let him think
what he wants.”
I was starting on my third marriage, Davie’s wife was pregnant with
their second son, there was a new young family living in our old house in
Jersey, and yet the crazy bastard persisted in the belief we’d all somehow
be magically reunited. It never crossed his mind; the birds had eaten all
those crumbs a long time ago. No wonder he’d fought giving up the
house so hard; it wasn’t merely the home of our family history; it was the
residence of his delusions. Sometimes it’s only our delusions keeping us
from unravelling.
“OK, I won’t,” I said, “But I do have some stuff I want to straighten
out with him.”
I heard Davie open a beer out in the kitchen. My mother disapproved
of drinking before five much less noon, but then there weren’t many
things she didn’t disapprove of. Especially all the shit Davie got up to.
She smacked him around a lot when we were kids. I figured they had
plenty of good reasons to hate each other, but instead they’d always had
this baffling bond between them.
“Good luck!” he shouted.

He was slumped semi-upright in the bed. The cancer had erased the
gleam from his eyes, cancelled his five-hundred-watt grin. The oncebright tattoos running over his arms, his chest and down into his groin
had faded and nearly disappeared. His shriveled dick nestled in the
graying hair of his crotch. I pulled a corner of his sheet over it to spare
him as much as me.
They’d discontinued treatment, too far along for chemo and all the rest.
Back then there wasn’t much they could do anyway, not compared to
today.
“Welcome to the La Brea Tar Pits,” he said, mustering something of

the old grin, “Come all this way to watch the old dinosaur sink into the
goo?”
“Yes, I thought I would,” I said, “It seemed like the right thing to do.”
“That’s your mother’s influence, always trying to do the right thing,”
he said, “You didn’t get that from my side of the family, that’s for
goddamned sure.”
This seemed to take it out of him.
For a few minutes we watched old black-and-white movies together—
the Hal Roach comedies he’d always loved—exactly the way we’d done
when I was a kid. Four or five of his circus posters—the best ones, the
ones he’d framed—hung from the walls. Clowns, elephants, ringmasters,
sword swallowers, midgets. His favorite, a big-tittied acrobat standing on
her prancing horse, sequined one-piece, arms wide, palms up, like it was
the easiest thing in the world.
“Have you seen the news around here? The local news?”
“I’ve been here for like ten minutes,” I said.
He started flipping the channels with the remote, hoping to find the
news and quickly gave up, “‘The kindergarteners over in East Crucifix
beat the first-grade girls in an exciting kickball showdown; firemen
rescued a kitten from a tree in Mud Gulch; a boy in Turpentine Junction
found a dime dated 1910, the return of Christ has been postponed until
after the Razorbacks game…’ idiots.”
“I’m sorry,” I said.
“I can’t even have a conversation with your brother anymore,” he said,
“Every time I open my mouth he throws a piston.”
He drifted off for a minute, snapped back and began telling me about
Pop-pop’s luxurious Cadillac for about the hundredth time. Which I
didn’t feel like hearing right that minute.
“I have some stuff I thought we could talk about” I said, interrupting,
changing the subject.
“You and your fucking brother, both,” he said, rolling his eyes, “Look,
I’m fully aware of my own irrelevance in the world. I’m aware nobody
gives a gold-plated shit if I’m around or not. But I’m not impressed by

my own irrelevance. Never have been. I just thought I’d have more time.”
“More time to be irrelevant?” I said, which I knew was a snotty thing
to say even before I gave it voice.
“Do you think of me as a failure,” he said, with a piteous look on his
face, ignoring my crack, “you can be honest with me.”
This was a dying father’s ploy, a clever riff on the age-old question,
“Does this dress make my ass look big?” There was no way to safely
answer the question. I mean, where would you start? The chronic
unemployment? Hiding in his office while his kids lied to the bill
collectors at the door? His fake identity, a fraudulent father all our own,
concocted out of thin air and consisting only of phony documents,
secrecy, and a perfect line of bullshit? The numberless crashed-andburned ambitions and half-assed schemes he’d left carelessly strewn in
his wake?
And one thing I’ve learned, any time anybody tells you you can be
honest, lie. Just lie. Probably something I learned from Dear Old Dying
Dad here.
“I’ve never really thought about it in those terms,” I said. Stalling works
too, but only insofar as it delays the lying; another valuable life lesson
from the Old Man. “It’s a pretty simplistic way to look at the entire scope
of the life you’ve lived.”
“I just want to know how you look at me,” he said.
This was another classic trap, a device my father used to deflect anyone
from being as honest as the question would appear to demand. He knew
I had things I wanted to talk about that he didn’t. Don’t all sons have
stuff they want to say at this juncture? He didn’t have to be Isaac Asimov
to see some attempt at a final reckoning was coming over the hill. But
now I had the choice of calling him a failure to his face or negating my
whole agenda by reassuring him he wasn’t.
“No, I don’t think of you as a failure,” I said. Lots of other things, but
not a failure. He’d actually been pretty successful if one defines success
as living your life on your own terms and telling the rest of the world it
can go fuck itself.

“Thank you,” he said
And that, simple as it was, was how I blew my last chance at a
reconciliation. All I had to say was ‘No, I don’t think of you as a failure,’
and I’d completed my self-betrayal. I wasn’t going to get anything useful
out of him, I could tell. So, I let him off the hook. I mean, what difference
would it have made? What was I supposed to do at that point? Drop a
list of my grievances on the front porch, ring the doorbell and run, like
some kid leaving a burning bag of dogshit on Halloween? We were the
only two people left in the world who gave a rat’s ass about any of this
anymore and one of us was going to be dead in a matter of weeks either
way.
“Well, good then. That makes everything all right”
He smiled and put his head back on the pillow, his delusions intact,
safely locked away in his consciousness now and for all time. Victories
had been few and small in his life and this one, even smaller than usual,
would probably be his last. He closed his eyes and shortly began to snore.

One of the main features of being a madman is it’s not a half-time
proposition. You’re either fully in or fully out. You can’t be a full-on
madman one minute and an effective breadwinner. or even a halfway
decent father the next, it can’t be done. It confuses the young children
too much, for one thing.
Despite his countless friends, my father’s rapport with his brokendown cars was about the most important relationship in his life with the
exception of his marriage and even that ranking was at times in doubt.
He was always piling us into a burnt-out Galaxy or an Impala on its last
legs. There had been an out-of-camber Monterrey in there somewhere
and a Bel Air that smelled like gangsters had stuffed a stoolie in the trunk.
But it was his Buick Roadmaster, forever his favorite car, that he claimed,
and only half-facetiously, could anticipate his every move and had
memorized his favorite shortcuts which was more than he could say for

his wife—har har har. His asshole buddy Scrubby he kept in a permanent
limbo somewhere behind the cars and my mother in order of importance,
vying for third place with me and Davie. We were the fruit of my father’s
loins, yes, but Scrubby told better jokes and was way more fun to drink
with.
Between the cars, my mother, his pals Bernstein and Scrubby and
Garnett, and my brother Davie, there was always a lot to work out. You
never knew where you stood from one minute to the next, the hierarchy
changed so rapidly and continually that even when you made it a practice
to keep a sharp eye on all the important indicators—his moods, his
impulses, his ever-teetering employment situation—it was nearly
impossible to keep track. He did everything fast and you were supposed
to keep up, and you weren’t supposed to get nervous or ask a lot of stupid
questions either. And if you didn’t like that arrangement you could get in
line to kiss his ass along with the rest of the fuckin’ idiots.
“The line starts,” he’d say, thumbing in the correct general direction,
“at the rear.”

The next day I flew back to California having resolved exactly nothing.
Davie called me a couple of weeks later. After sixty-eight years, umpteen
jump starts, countless post-dated checks and somewhere in the
neighborhood of ten thousand Cheeseburger Deluxes, the old ne’er-dowell had finally kicked it over.
I blew in the next morning.
All traces of my father’s death had been erased, the hospital bed they’d
wheeled into the living room for those last days, the stainless-steel cart
that had caddied the medicine and the apparatus of dying, the hospice
nurses. His circus posters were gone from the bedroom walls. It had been
a skosh over twelve hours since he’d died but my mother, with her usual
ruthless efficiency had cleared it all out; not because it reminded her of
death and desolation, but because she simply couldn’t stand the clutter.

She showed me the spot where the bed had been; like pointing to the
spot where Kennedy had been shot in Dallas or the curve where my
father’d wrecked his decrepit old Chevy, with all of us in it, back in ‘64, a
thing that had already happened a long time ago.
That night after dinner, after our mother had gone to bed, Davie and I
sat around in the worn, sprung chairs we’d grown up sitting on, the same
ones our parents had, for some reason, lugged with them all the way from
Oritani. We drank beer and traded memories of our father.
I talked to Davie about my final conversation with him.
“Sounds like we had pretty much the same talk you did. ‘Do you think
of me as a failure?’ All that shit.”
“What did you say?”
“I told him exactly what I thought of him,” he said, “I told him I still
had issues that would never be resolved.”
“Oh, for Christ’s sake” I said, “Really? What did he say to that?”
“Out of the blue, like the whole conversation had never fucking
happened, he started talking to me about that time we went into the city?”
“There are so many,” I said.
“He was unemployed?”
“You’re still not narrowing it down,” I said. Davie laughed.
“None of us at that point, Mom included, knew he was unemployed,
and had been for months?”
“He was never exactly what you could call a reliable narrator,” I said.
“We were all supposed to meet Bernstein?”
“OK,” I said, “I think I remember this part.”
“You, of all people, should remember this. I was like eight, so I don‘t
remember much. But that would make you ten, you should retain some
memory in that sieve of yours, ” he said, pointing at the side of his own
skull, “We were with your friend Robin? Bernstein kept thinking she was
our sister? She got in trouble with her parents because we got her home
so late?”
“Oh, yeah…” I said, “It wasn’t even her fault.”
He crushed his beer in his fist and got up and fetched us a couple more.

He looked around the room.
“Mom sure got rid of everything lickety-split,” he said.
“Typical,” I said, “Why rest when there’s work to be done. She didn’t
even spare the posters.”
“That was me,” Davie said, “I took care of the posters. I cut them out
of their frames with a carpet knife, rolled them up and when the dudes
from the mortuary came I put them in the bag with his body. The head
guy, the guy in charge—I know him from when I was an Emergency
Resident down at General, Willard or something—told me they’ll stick
them in the coffin when they go to burn him.”
“You trust him?”
“Yeah,” he said, “I slipped him fifty bucks.”
“What’d Mom think of all this?”
“She knows nothing about it.”

I would return to Hot Springs many times in the following years for
births, weddings, funerals, the usual, but they would always feel like
afterthoughts with my father gone.
Davie looked after our mother for almost ten years after the old man
died.
“She lived on air,” he told me, “All that frugality and Calvinism she
learned during the Depression finally came in handy.”
It was a relationship I could never figure out. After no short time in
therapy Davie started talking about how for years she’d daily beaten the
shit out of him. The extent of which I’d until then been unaware of. Yet
he loved her desperately, and in spite of himself, took care of her right
up to the end. On the hand, as I got older, I discovered I felt no real
obligation to love her. I found I could easily take her or leave her, and
mostly left her. I figured, let Davie take care of her, I was well out of it.
I thought often about my father and how he’d died without his friends.
I thought about what Davie had said to me back then, “Mom won’t

even let him call those fuckin’ guys.”

On that last visit, with my father slumped in his bed, when we weren’t
talking specifically about his impending doom, we got caught up, filled in
some details in ways you can’t on the phone. We managed to forget the
grim purpose of my visit for short periods and eke out a few laughs.
“You’re a funny sonofabitch,” he told me which was extra special
coming from a guy who was widely-known as a very funny sonofabitch.
It seems after a while, despite his disclaimers to the contrary, my father
had in fact managed to make a few friends in Arkansas; one of the
neighbors who wasn’t so bad, the guy down at the Exxon, the UPS guy,
but they weren’t like his friends back home. He half-heartedly tried
looking up his old buddy Garnett Wilde, ‘the closest thing I ever had to
a brother,’ making a few calls. They’d lost touch years before. Memphis,
Garnett’s last-known address, was only a couple of hours up US 40,
maybe they could get together, relive old times, talk about the horses
they’d stolen together. But he could find no trace of him; the trail was
years old and stone cold. One thing Garnett reliably knew how to do was
make himself scarce. At the Hot Springs library they helped him get a line
on Garnett’s first wife, the one Garnett had divorced way back in the
fifties to take up with the second. She had never heard of my father and
made it crystal clear she would’ve had ‘absolutely zero’ interest in helping
him track down his old buddy even if she had. He thought about hiring
a private detective, but money was tight, my mother told him. They were
broke again.
He’d lost track of his asshole buddy Scrubby, too, sometime back in
the ‘Seventies.
“I figure he curled up in a warm corner somewhere to die, behind the
stove, like a cat,” my father said, “Probably some landlady had an
unpleasant surprise when she came around looking for the rent the first
of one month.”

Bernstein, his old pal from the war, he was still in touch with. He had
retired—from what was anybody’s guess— to Atlanta and was now
squiring a raucous platoon of aging Black prostitutes around town in his
red Charger.
“He never gets what he hopes he’ll get from them, he’s too cheap, and
they keep hanging around hoping he’ll suddenly turn philanthropist. But
you know him, he’s always tossed nickels around as though they were
manhole covers. He’s not about to change at this late date.”
There were so many others. Men he admired but held himself above at
the same time. The garage mechanics, the midget wrestlers, the bible
salesmen, the guy who got paid to sit out at WABC’s 50,000 watt
transmitter and make sure the tubes kept glowing, the bored receptionists
with nothing better to do than flirt, the guy who sold popcorn at the
theater in Park Ridge who always let us in for free, the bartenders, the
waitresses, on and on. None of them had been born to the purple the
way he had. None of them had grown up with the promise of a house
fronted on the Susquehanna River, replete with a courtyard and a Cadillac
Series 452 to park in it.
Yet somehow he’d ended up with these guys for friends instead. And,
despite himself and his best efforts, he found he loved them. He had no
idea how any of it had happened. His mother’s money mysteriously gone
while he was looking the other way. The 452 junked or sold by the time
he got back from the war. And a of bunch of guys he simply thought the
world of.

Most of these friends, the men I grew up around, had all put in at least a
couple of semesters at the School of Hard Knox, where they’d minored
variously in gapping sparkplugs, coaxing ketchup out of the bottle,
sneaking into drive-ins, cheating on timecards, siphoning gas, flipping
cigarette butts, befriending bartenders, kiting checks, conning strippers,
greasing traffic cops, and placating pissed-off wives and girlfriends.

Apparently, they had all majored in standing around bullshitting, hoisting
their nuts and eyeballing the local talent. They knew in their guts how
many times the big-tittied acrobat on the poster had to have fallen off her
horse before she’d gotten it right. Gotten it down so she could do it and
smile—Nothing to it!—at the same time. They knew this, but they also
knew they never did get it right, whatever it was, themselves.
They sold used cars for cash and no questions asked. They placed bets
at the dragstrip and the harness races, carried their flasks in their back
pants pocket and their cash in their right front. Banks wanted nothing
more to do with them.
My father seemed to know every one of these shortchanged hotshots.
Some, like him, went to college on the G. I. Bill but for many of them
education simply didn’t take. He drank with these guys and bitched and
commiserated with them and monkeyed with their cars with them. His
favorites he had over to the house. Some of them stayed for months.
They were fallen-short dreamers who’d washed up in crappy industrial
towns and second-rate suburbs one long piss-stream short of the city
across the river, where the Empire State Building, the Chrysler Building
seemed close enough to touch by day and taunted them all night, the
horizon glowing with an electric frenzy while they loitered under a halfburnt-out neon BAR sign in Jersey City. Some swell walking by with his
nose in the air like he’d just stepped in shit.
“Only a fucking idiot would pay what that sports coat must’ve cost,”
one of them would say and the rest would nod and laugh and agree.

There was a guy like my father for every miracle invention lying
unpatented on a work bench in a basement somewhere. One for every
mismatched galosh lost in the trunk of every unregistered Delta 88, every
expired free trial subscription, every lifetime warranty with every
bankrupt company.
Guys like my father drove too fast and parked next to fireplugs and

broke some minor rules—technicalities practically. None of them had
ever bought a new car and they considered anyone who would a hopeless
sucker.
There was a guy like him for every paste engagement ring lost in a
disastrous game of eight-ball and hocked for twelve bucks to the only
soft-hearted pawn broker east of the Mississippi. One for every pair of
red panties abandoned in a wet alley behind a bar.
They leered shamelessly at tits and asses and never failed to tip the
waitress big, ‘cause you never know. They drank some and swore some.
“What she don’t know won’t hurt her,” they would say.
No wonder their oldest sons trailed failed marriages and broken leases
behind them wherever they went.
They’d most of them been in the war. Either ‘The War’ or the Korean
War. None of them talked about it. They’d come back from their wars all
full of piss and vinegar, but after a few years it dawned on them the
greatest moments of their lives were now behind them and perhaps they
hadn’t been so great in the first place. They went about their business the
same way they’d won the war, with a combination of patriotic zeal and
chronic disgruntlement. If some asshole boss handed one of them a
ration of shit, they’d quit, and if they had to live on beans for a while, well
so be it. And if their families went without, well so be that too, everyone
could use an occasional toughening up.
No wonder their youngest sons couldn’t hold onto a job at Long’s
much less a medical license.
Their names aren’t written in books or chiseled on the bases of statues;
they’re finger painted into the spatter-coated fenders of numberless
junked Dodges and Pontiacs; crossed out, one right above the other, on
the backs of hundreds of pink slips worn leathery, creased and limp,
passed from wallet to wallet. Their whereabouts are the currency of the
realm for every repo man and collection agent from Bangor to Broward
and west to Murfreesboro. You can find them by combing delinquent tax
records and tracking down open warrants—failures to appear;
outstanding child support; unpaid alimony; parking tickets ignored.

But they were all men who nonetheless lived big lives, the biggest they
could, given their own limitations, who refused to take the safe path,
refused to knuckle under to a dull job or a stultifying system keeping them
from doing whatever the hell they wanted to do whenever the hell they
wanted to do it.
No wonder their wives stayed perpetually pissed off at them.
They weren’t heroes. They would never let you call them that. They
admired heroes, sure, but didn’t for a second count themselves among
them.
They were dreamers who dreamt too big, wannabe Barnums, wheelerdealers without capital. They weren’t losers, though a lot of people
considered them to be and said the word with a type of sneer in their
voices. No, they’d won, if measured only against their own narrow set of
standards, the only ones that counted.
And all my father had ever wanted was to be their philosopher king,
driving his Cadillac down Main Street, turning heads. No one would ever
have to know it had been his mother’s car. But he had fallen short there
as well; by the time he gotten his mitts on a Cadillac it was too late, life
had passed him by and left him helpless in a bed in Arkansas. And, maybe,
with any luck, he’d leave one person behind who loved him enough to
see that he’d be cremated with his beloved circus posters rolled up and
stuffed safely next to him in his box. It didn’t seem like too much to ask.
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